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A magic school story with a spine-tingling twist, for adults or teens who enjoyed Harry Potter...What

would you do if you spotted a man following a young woman, but no-one else could see him?Like

most sane people, student Alex Webber thought he was hallucinatingÂ -Â perhaps he&apos;d

consumed something bad at the party he&apos;d been attending that night, or he was severely

overtired. But when he sees the mysterious man following Natalie again the very next day, he can

no longer disbelieve his eyes.Although she denies the man&apos;s existence, Alex sees her

walking with him down a road in his neighborhood he&apos;s never seen beforeÂ -Â and

can&apos;t help but follow. After a bizarre, but strangely short journey, he finds himself standing

before a towering iron gate wreathed in gray ivy, behind which looms a decrepit old mansion named

Spellshadow Manor.Spellshadow, with its beautiful yet sinisterly decorated hallways, ever-changing

outdoorÂ sceneryÂ and very unusual residents... Alex will quickly learn it is a place that is as

wondrous as it is deadly.Especially for a normal person like him.What if you found yourself recruited

to an institute of magic, only to discover you really couldn&apos;t do magic?What if your enrollment

there was all one big, terrible mistake?If you were at Spellshadow, you&apos;d keep it a secret. A

deep, dark, deadly secret...Because Spellshadow&apos;s elusive Head is hiding a secret of his

ownÂ - one that Alex soon realizes he and Natalie must uncover at all costs if either of them wishes

to leave the Manor alive...Â and before it&apos;s too late.Mystery, suspense, and oodles of twists

and turns; an unforgettable experience awaits you in Spellshadow Manor... Welcome

in._____________________________________________*Over 2,200 worldwide 5 star reviews of

the series. Overall Top 10 Bestseller.*Book 1 of a 6 book series.Â What  Readers are Saying:"It will

leave youÂ breathlessÂ andÂ wantingÂ more with each page! Amazing story!Â It&apos;sÂ a must

read if you love Harry Potter."Â "Magical andÂ mind-blowingly gripping; I couldn&apos;t put it

down""SPELLBINDING! Pure magic.""AnÂ absolute delightÂ to read.""a mesmerizing read full

ofÂ intrigue, mystery, laughter, and surprises."Buy now!*Beware of spoilers in the reviews below

that are without spoiler alerts*
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This is one of the worst written novels I've read in a long time. The author tells about the characters

all the time instead of showing. "Alex (main character) didn't trust his roommates." "Alex felt cold."

"Alex wanted to escape." And when Ms. Forrest attempts to describe the horrors of the ruins of

Spellshadow Manor, she over-writes to the point where I couldn't envision anything. The plot never

gets going. The other characters are as dull-witted as the hero. I hate to be so negative, but I'm a

retired children's book writer and freelance editor, and this is an awful novel. Ms. Forrest has written

many books, and I hope some are better. However, with her lack of style in this one, I doubt it.

Sorry.

I disagree that this compares to the Potter series. Poor character development; poor relationships

development; dark and moody; not very magical. I kept waiting for it to get better but it didn't. I won't

buy anymore of the series.

I did not like this book at all. The story was lacking and I could not get into the plot line and

characters.

It was far from being the next Harry Potter/Hunger Games as advertised. Being a fan of both of



these books, I found the Spellshadow Manor lacking in content and writing style. Perhaps it would

be ok for 5th graders but can't compete.

This book was ok. I thought the writing was not that great. It didn't paint a picture for me and I did

not get lost in the text. The storyline was fine- I am a little curious as to where it is going to go, but at

the same time, I am not that invested in the characters. I won't recommend this book to others, but I

wouldn't dissuade those who want to read it. It was just... ok.

This was recommended via an ad on Facebook. It was a fast read but I didn't find it very enjoyable.

To me,the main characters just weren't that compelling and I'm not interested enough to go on with

the series.

This was a very good book to read. One of my co-workers posted about it on her Facebook page

and I was intrigued enough to check it out. It was a little slow at first, but then it got better the more I

kept reading. I'm looking forward to the next book of this series. . :)

I got sucked in by the marketing on this one. I didn't like the story, the school, the characters. The

beginning premise was cool, but it didn't live up to the hype for me.
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